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1. [6 marks] (The Chinese Remainder Theorem, CRT) Considerp1 = 2, p2 = 3, p3 = 5, and
P = p1 × p2 × p3 = 30, andx ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , 29}. We would like to compute129999 mod 30. We
know that by the CRT,129999 mod 30 can be represented by (0mod 2, 0 mod 3, 129999 mod 5).

(a) [4 marks] What is the value of129999 mod 5? (Hint: 124 ≡ 1 (mod 5)).

(b) [2 marks] What is the value of129999 mod 30? (Hint: solving the CRT by settingP3 = 6
andy3 = 1 in the formula on slide 25 of L5).

2. [6 marks] (Multiplicative inverses) ConsiderZp = {0, 1, · · · , p − 1}, wherep is a composite
number. You are given two numbersa andb from Zp.

(a) [3 marks] If a or b does not have multiplicative inverse, show thatc = a × b mod p also
does not have multiplicative inverse.

(b) [3 marks] If both a andb have multiplicative inverses, show thatc = a× b mod p also has
multiplicative inverse.

3. [6 marks] (e = 3 for RSA) Answer the following questions concerning the choice ofe for RSA.
Hint: e must be co-prime with(p− 1)(q − 1).

(a) [2 marks] Why is3 the smallest possible value fore?

(b) Coulde = 3 be possibly be used for the following values ofp andq?

i. [2 marks] p mod 3 = 1 andq mod 3 = 1.

ii. [2 marks] p mod 3 = 2 andq mod 3 = 2.

4. [6 marks] (RSA signature) Alice wants Bob to sign a messagem. Assume that Bob’s signing
is based on RSA. However, she does not want Bob to see the message. Therefore, Alice “blinds”
the message by computingm′ = mke mod n, wherek is a random value between 1 andn and
gcd(k, n) = 1. Alice then presentsm′ to Bob for his signature. How will Alice obtain Bob’s signature
onm (md mod n) from Bob’s signature onm′? Hint: p. 9 of the RSA slides.
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